
Walkthrough 
Build 0.3  

Max Relations and Skill Points: 

• Linda: 70 or Level 7 
• Brittany: 30 or Level 3 
• Molly: 20 or Level 2 
• Bernice: 10 or Level 1 
• Charisma Points: 20 or Level 2 
• Strength Points: 10 or Level 1 
• Intelligence Points: 10 or Level 1 

Points Required to each Scene with Linda: 

1. Grope: 25 Relation Points with Linda and 10 charisma points to have 100% success. (If 
you have less than these points and option is already available, you can lose 3 points, 
and Linda gets mad at you), option available in the kitchen in the afternoon. 

2. Slap: Same as Grope conditions. 
3. Watch TV together: Ask Linda to follow you to the living room in the afternoon, click 

on her icon, and choose the option "Watch TV Together", “Follow” option and this is 
available from 20 relation points with Linda. 

4. Goodnight Kiss: Available from the beginning of the game. Option available at night in 
MC room. 

5. Goodnight French Kiss: It is available from 20 relation points with Linda. Option 
available at night in MC room. 

6. About the kiss: It is available from 30 relation points with Linda. Option available at 
night in MC room. 

7. Kiss me: It is available from 40 relation points with Linda. Option available at night in 
MC room. 

8. Helping with dishes: When you have 50 relation points with Linda, the option will be 
available, in the afternoon in the kitchen, will give you +3 points and will make the 
next scenes available. 

9. Talk: Talk with Linda again, from 53 relation points, in the kitchen in the afternoon, 
this option will be available. 

10. Can you help me?: This option will be available on Linda's menu, in the MC room at 
night, available from 60 relation points and 20 of charisma. 

11. Can you help me?: That's a variation of the bedroom scene at night, have Linda follow 
you in the afternoon and take you to the MC room. This option will be available on 
Linda's menu, in the MC room at night, available from 60 relation points and 20 of 
charisma. 

12. You want a massage?: This option is available from 50 relation points and 10 charisma, 
make Linda follow you to the living room, and the option will be available. 

13. Peek: This option will be available on daybreak, from 50 relation points, available only 
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. 

14. Let’s celebrate Easter: The first part will be available from 70 relation points and 20 of 
charisma, after clicking on this option, you should go to pick up all the Easter eggs 
spread around the house, go back to Linda and deliver the eggs to her by the option 



"Give her the eggs", after that, go to Linda's room, on the weekend, Saturday or 
Sunday morning, the scene will start automatically. 

 

Points Required to each Scene with Brittany: 

1. Let’s jog together: Option available from 10 relation points.  (Gives +1 strength.), 
(strength increases your speed in the minigame “Let’s Race”.). 

2. Linda and Brittany’s Hug: The option will be available with 5 relation points with 
Brittany and 5 charisma points, Knock on Brittany's door and choose the option "Meet 
your neighbors". After that talk to Linda and choose the option "Let's meet our new 
neighbor". Go back to Brittany and choose the "Meet my mom" option.  

3. Let’s Race: The option will be available in the morning, when Brittany is in front of the 
house, will appear when she has 10 of relation points, will start a minigame, initially it 
can be very difficult, it will be easier and easier to get strength points, when you beat 
her, you can access the option "Show me your boobs". 

 

Points Required to each Scene with Molly: 

1. Watch the class: Option available from the beginning of the game with Molly in the 
classroom in the morning, from 10 relation points, there is a 70% chance of a scene 
happening, if you have 10 charisma points, you will earn points, if you do not, there is 
a 50% chance of you losing 3 relation points. 

2. What’s that noise? : This scene will happen only once, when you have 20 points of 
relation with Molly, when you pass the school's courtyard, when you click on the 
principal's door, you will see a scene. 

 

Points Required to each Scene with Bernice: 

1. What happens at night?: The option "Check the church", will be available when you 
have 10 de relation points, in the church at night. 

You can check the score using your phone. 

 

 

 


